This one thing could prevent disastrous call backs…
The new Xxxxxx Xxxxxx “Smart Logger”
Cutting edge technology that gives you the capability to monitor and record jobsite ambient conditions
in real time!
You are feeling the squeeze. The general contractor wants the flooring completed on time. You are
concerned that if conditions are not optimal, there might be damage to the floor. Damages that could
cost you not only money, but your reputation as well.

Sound familiar?
Until now…one of the biggest challenges facing commercial and residential flooring professionals has
been the inability to monitor and record jobsite ambient conditions in real time.
They face an ever-growing liability risk when they have no ability to control ambient conditions due to
their inability to monitor temperature and relative humidity
That challenge has been answered!

Xxxxxx Xxxxxx…an industry leading expert in the measure of moisture, has the solution! It is
the “Smart Logger”!
The “Smart Logger” has the ability to capture and record the temperature along with the relative
humidity, as historical data…for up to 12,000 entries. This can be done within a variety of environments,
for up to 300 days.
The “Smart Logger” App lets you store, email and print the data points. You also have the ability to
configure for different situations or goals. One App can scan up to 300 devices!

Think about how this cutting-edge technology can benefit your business…
•
•
•
•
•
•

You can place the “Smart Logger” in a conspicuous place…as a continuous reminder to your
customers of the need to keep conditions optimal.
You gain another touch point with your retail customer when you retrieve the “Smart Logger”
post installation. Talk maintenance, performance, or additional projects.
Monitor ambient conditions for optimal acclimation of wood flooring.
Ensure jobsite conditions are being met when you aren’t there.
The “Smart Logger” provides recorded data to refute negative claims of damage or poor
performance related to temperature and humidity.
The “Smart Logger” can help reduce claims, call backs and confusion.

Xxxxxx Xxxxxx has clearly set the bar with the “Smart Logger”.

Think about it…
Maybe you have been challenged in the past with these types of frustrating concerns. If you had the
chance to go home tonight from your jobsite worry-free…wouldn’t you?
Right now, you have a decision to make. One that could completely change the game for your flooring
business. Get in on the ground floor of this technological advance…be the leader and the innovator in
your industry.
Click here to learn more about the new “Smart Logger” by Wxxxxx Mxxxxx…and have a share in this
cutting-edge technology.
Better yet…Click here to be one of the first to utilize the “Smart Logger” in your industry. Don’t
wait…be the first to be known for leadership and technological innovation!

